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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

This annual report describes the work carried out in EL 10060, near Kulgera during the period ending 12 December 2005. Exploration work consisted of:

- Further detailed review and evaluation of the mineral potential of EL 10060 including magnetics, gravity and radiometrics interpretation and depth to basement assessment.
- Planning and preparation of a surface lag sampling program for base metals and gold to test various identified anomalies
- Submission of the proposed work program to the Central Land Council to gain clearances before ground work could be carried out
- Completion of field consultation and clearances by the CLC
- Commencement of further processing of magnetics data to provide depth-to-basement estimates to fine tune exploration planning.

Magnetics interpretation showed that the western and central portions of EL 10060, under younger cover, has a linear magnetic signature, quite different from the subcrop/outcrop in the east and east of the area, which is dominated by intrusions of the non-prospective Proterozoic Kulgera Suite.

Nickel, copper and chromium occurrences to the south of EL10060 in South Australia, held under title mostly by Rio Tinto, are associated with major north-trending structures. These structures are interpreted from gravity and magnetics data to trend into the central portion of EL10060.

Due to delays in completion of the field consultation and clearances by the CLC, the proposed program of surface lag sampling has been postponed to commence early in 2006.
1 INTRODUCTION

Kajeena Mining Company Pty Ltd is the owner of EL 10060, near Kulgera in the southern part of the Northern Territory. Assessment of previous exploration data and a full review of the mineral potential for EL 10060 were undertaken by Geodiscovery Pty Ltd on behalf of Kajeena Mining Company Pty Ltd in 2004.

This annual report describes all the exploration work carried out within EL 10060 during the reporting period. For work undertaken in prior years the details is presented in the previous reports written by Duncan and are listed in Section 10 (REFERENCES).

EL 10060 forms the Kulgera Project. The work during 2005 was directed at a detailed evaluation for the mineral potential and planning of a surface sampling program within EL 10060.

Significant exploration activity for copper, gold and especially nickel is current on the immediate South Australian side of the border and the work that has been completed suggests potential for these commodities within EL 10060.

2 LOCATION & ACCESS

EL 10060 is located on the border between South Australia and Northern Territory (Figure 1). The centre of the area is approximately 40 kilometres southwest of Kulgera. Access is south from Kulgera via the Stuart Highway, then either via station tracks through Mount Cavenagh Station or the Victory Downs road. Vehicle access over most of the tenement is good via station tracks and fence lines.

The region is semi-arid with long hot summers reaching 40°C + for much of January and February, winters are milder with temperatures ranging from 0°C overnight to high 20’s during the day. Rainfalls are generally late summer with 250-300mm a year the average. Land usage is for pastoral properties with beef the main stock.

Low scrubby vegetation and gentle sand dunes form the topography for the main part with small hills and some ridgelines present.
3 TENURE DETAILS

The Kajeena Mining Company Pty Ltd (“Kajeena”) holds EL 10060. An area of 372 blocks was originally granted to Kajeena on 13 December 2001 for a period of 6 years to 12 December 2007. Some 182 blocks were relinquished at the end of year 2 on 12 December 2003. A further 93 blocks was relinquished on the anniversary of year 3 on 12 December 2004 with 97 subblocks remaining to be explored.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Exploration Licence No.</th>
<th>No. Blocks (Area km²)</th>
<th>Grant Date</th>
<th>Expiry Date</th>
<th>Expenditure Covenant</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>EL 10060</td>
<td>97 (293)</td>
<td>13/12/2001</td>
<td>12/12/2007</td>
<td>$26,565</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

EL 10060 includes rocks from two distinct geological provinces

- northeastern limit of exposure of the Mesoproterozoic Musgrave Block and
- southern margin of an outlier of the western Mesozoic Eromanga Basin

Exposed basement rocks of the Musgrave Block within the SE corner of EL 10060 include:

- Kulgera Suite Granites which intruded the terrane syn- or post-tectonically at 1190-1150 Ma with
- Minor Granulites of the Fregon terrane comprising quartzo-feldspathic and peraluminous (felsic) gneisses and minor amphibolites and tonalitic and granite
gneisses. These gneisses have a protolith age of 1600-1500 Ma and peak metamorphism at 1200-1160 Ma for the Musgravian Event.

- Swarms of dolerite dykes (Alcurra Dyke Swarm) related to the opening of the Amadeus Basin dated at ~1080 Ma and equivalent to the Giles Complex in SA.

The Fregon terrane forms the hanging wall of the Woodroofe thrust, a major northeast trending, and north-directed tectonic feature of the Musgrave Block seen in the northwest portion of EL10060.

The northwest corner of EL10060 may contain rocks, under younger cover, of the Mulga Park terrane comprising foliated porphyritic granites showing upper greenschist/amphibolite facies metamorphism, and unfoliated garnet-bearing granite intrusives.

Rocks of the Fregon terrane host a number of mineral occurrences across the border in South Australia, notably copper, nickel and chromite associated with ultramafics and the metasediments in which they intrude. There are no known mineral occurrences within EL 10060 due to the extensive alluvial cover obscuring most outcrop.

Cainozoic sediments form a surficial cover over most of EL10060 estimated at 90%.

![Regional Geology](image-url)
5 SUMMARY OF PREVIOUS WORK

5.1 Previous Explorers

Details of previous exploration have been presented in the 2003 annual report and are included in the report by Duncan (2003). In summary, very little effective exploration appears to have taken place within and in the vicinity of EL 10060 on the NT side.

Significantly more work has been carried out on the immediate South Australian side of the border. Major exploration models that have been used to guide exploration on the Musgrave Province in SA in the past include ultramafic hosted nickel sulphides, PGE, stratiform chromite cumulates, stratiform titaniferous magnetite cumulates, laterite nickel deposits, stratabound Pb-Zn-Ag, VHMS in basement meta-volcanics, Broken Hill style Pb-Zn-Ag mineralisation, diamonds in kimberlites along major structures.

The nearest reported occurrence of mineralisation to EL 10060 was by T.S. Minerals Pty Ltd in 1968 which began investigation on ALBERGA of reported occurrences of allanite (cerium epidote) in pegmatites of the Kulgera Suite. They found no prospect of economic interest. The company then switched to evaluation of heavy mineral sands and rare earth sands in creeks south of Victory Downs homestead. The average heavy mineral content of the sands tested was 38%. The average TiO2 content of the heavy mineral fraction was 4.4%. Zircon ranged from 1.6% to 8.6%. Beneficiation trials showed that high-grade ilmenite and iron oxides could be recovered. The rare earth sands yielded concentrations of yttrium, cerium and lanthanum up to 20 times the normal level for granites.

5.2 Previous Work by Kajeena Mining

During Year 3 (2004) of the tenure of EL10060, Kajeena carried out the following work;

- A full review and evaluation of the mineral potential of EL 10060 including magnetics and radiometrics interpretation.
- Preparation of a GIS-based project
- Field investigation of the geology, geophysical anomalies and features identified during the review
- A drainage sampling program

The work carried out was aimed at determining the prospectivity EL 10060 for various commodities.

Magnetics interpretation showed that the current portion of EL 10060, under younger cover, has a linear magnetic signature, quite different from the subcropping/outrropping eastern portion of the area (now relinquished), which is dominated by intrusions of the Kulgera Suite.

A field visit did not reveal widespread or even local alteration in the outrropping parts and no mineral occurrences were located. Only three drainage samples were taken, the results of which were not anomalous in any of the base or precious metals.

It was concluded that little potential exists for a significant base or precious metal deposit in the relinquished portion of EL 10060.
6 WORK COMPLETED DURING THE PERIOD

6.1 Summary of Work Done

Work completed during the reporting period to 12 December 2005 consisted of;

- Further detailed review and evaluation of the mineral potential of EL 10060 by Geodiscovery Pty Ltd (as consultants), including magnetics, gravity and radiometrics interpretation and depth to basement assessment.
- Planning and preparation of a surface lag sampling program for base metals and gold to test various identified anomalies.
- Submission of the proposed work program to the Central Land Council to gain clearances before ground work could be carried out.
- Completion of field consultation and clearances by the CLC.
- Commencement of further processing of magnetics data to provide depth-to-basement estimates for exploration planning.

6.2 Rationale

Results of the review undertaken by Geodiscover Pty Ltd showed that EL 10060 was amenable to surface lag sampling. Further interpretation of magnetics data revealed that the highly magnetic signature of the geology together with a linear nature was suggestive of a magnetic stratigraphy possibly prospective for base metals, including nickel and gold.

Significant current exploration activity to the west of EL10060 and across the border in South Australia, particularly for nickel, together with encouraging results for nickel and gold being achieved by companies such as Rio Tinto, Independence Gold, Goldsearch and Mithril Resources also warranted investigation into the potential for these commodities.

6.3 Magnetic Interpretation

The magnetics for the area around EL 10060 is shown in Figure 3.

Rankin and Newton (2002) have carried out, probably the most comprehensive recent interpretation of the Musgrave Block. Their interpretation shows the predominance of interpreted magnetic intrusions within EL 10060 (Figure 4).

Of most interest are the numerous occurrences of nickel, copper and chromium to the south in South Australia. These occurrences appear to be related to an interpreted major north-trending structural zone which trends into the southern portion of EL 10060. Two separate alteration zones of magnetic overprint and hematite have also been interpreted to trend into the southern part of EL 10060.

Interpretation by Geodiscovery Pty Ltd reveals EL 10060 to have more linear magnetic signature compared with the regional area which is characterised by circular magnetic granites of the non-prospective Proterozoic Kulgera Suite.

Further processing of magnetics data is currently being carried out by Geoimage to provide Naudi depth-to-basement data, which will be used to determine the shallower portions of Proterozoic basement amenable to cost-effective exploration.
Figure 3. Magnetics for EL 10060
(Stars are mineral occurrences in SA)

Figure 4. Magnetics interpretation
(from Rankin & Newton, 2002)
(red=magnetic granitoids, orange=weakly magnetic granitoid, pink=nonmagnetic pluton, pale yellow=layered gneiss/granulite, dark yellow=magnetic gneiss/granulite, spotted yellow=hematite alteration?, salmon=demagnetized zone, blue=strongly magnetic to negatively magnetized mafic plug, green=dykes, red stripe=magnetic overprint, pale green=Oliah Gneiss)
(Stars: grey=Ni, dark green=chromium/nickel, pale green=chrysoprase/copper/nickel, yellow=copper, pink=copper/nickel, blue=cerium/ilmenite/lanthanum/yttrium/zircon)
6.4 Gravity Interpretation

Interpretation of the residual gravity data reveals a number of discrete responses in the data within EL10060.

In particular, a distinct north-south trending structure along which lie numerous nickel and copper occurrences (within SA to the south) strikes through the central west portion of the tenement. The structure separates a relative low-density domain to the west and denser domain to the east, with the latter characterised by three distinct high areas.

Outcrop of cordierite-sillimanite-garnet gneiss in the SE corner of the area may correspond to the gravity high response in this area of the tenement due to the high density of the rocktypes here and shallow basement. The gravity high in the NE of the EL corresponds with outcrop of Jurassic De Souza sandstone overlying a very magnetic, circular feature interpreted to be part of the non-prospective Kulgera Granite Suite. A basement high may occur here.

The anomaly in the central north of EL10060 occurs on a major NE-trending structure interpreted from the magnetics data, which is also host to several mineral occurrences to the south. The anomaly is partially coincident with a very magnetic unit interpreted by Rankin & Newton to be magnetite-bearing gneiss or granulite.

Figure 5. Residual gravity image
(stars are mineral occurrences in SA)
6.5 Radiometrics

Radiometrics data suggests that K-bearing rocks, likely to belong to the Kulgera Granite Suite, dominate outcrop and subcrop in the eastern part of the tenement area and to the west. Outcrop of metasedimentary gneiss in the SE corner of the tenement provides a ‘lively’ response in the radiometrics shown as pale yellow. There appears to be a band with similar response trending northwesterly between the two ‘granite’ domains which could be interpreted as intermittently subcropping ‘gneiss domain’.

Figure 6. Radiometrics (KTHU) of EL 10060

(reddish areas indicative of higher K-bearing rocks, eg granite)

6.6 Indigenous Agreement

The Kajeena proposed work program for EL 10060 was processed with a field consultation and clearance via the Central Land Council, as per the terms of the Indigenous Land Use Agreement dated 30 April 2002. Unforeseen delays to these clearances meant that the program was not cleared until the end of November 2005, leaving insufficient time to complete the sampling program before Christmas. These delays have meant that the proposed work program is now scheduled to commence around April 2006.
7 CONCLUSIONS

The eastern portion of EL10060 has sparse outcrop and subcrop of non-propsective Kulgera Suite granite intrusions into gneissic basement. These intrusions do not show any alteration typical of an IOCG terrane. No mineral occurrences are known within the area of EL10060. While the potential for rare earth pegmatites has been the subject of previous exploration, this target type has not been considered.

The majority of EL10060 has no mapped outcrop and is covered by alluvium and sand dunes, although interpretation of radiometrics data suggests there maybe moderate subcrop amenable to cost-effective surface geochemistry. Interpretation of magnetic and gravity data indicates that a favourable geological sequence and structure hosting nickel, copper and chromium prospects in SA is present in the central south part of EL10060. Linear magnetic units occupy this area and remain of interest but are under cover.

A program comprising lines of surface lag sampling was submitted to the Central Land Council for clearances however, unforeseen delays resulted in these clearances coming too late and far too close to Christmas to commence the program.

8 EXPENDITURE FOR YEAR 4 (2005)

Expenditure for Year 4 of EL10060 was as follows:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Indigenous clearances</td>
<td>$3,521</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Geoscience Consultants</td>
<td>$7,937</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tenement Consultant</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Consultants</td>
<td>$10,876</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Administration</td>
<td>$3,500</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

TOTAL                               $26,834

9 FORWARD PROGRAM FOR YEAR 5 (2006)

The proposed forward program for year 5 of EL10060 for 2006 is anticipated to involve the following major work:

- Interpretation of Naudi depth-to-basement data to identify depths to prospective basement that are shallow enough (<50m) to focus detailed exploration effort
- Regional grid-based deflation lag sampling for nickel and gold
  - Planned samples shown in Figure 7.

The costs estimated to achieve this work are in Table 1;
Table 1. Forward Program Costs, Year 5 (2006)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LAG SAMPLE ASSAYS</td>
<td>$3,500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOLOGICAL CONTRACTORS</td>
<td>$11,610</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GEOPHYSICAL CONTRACTORS</td>
<td>$1,600</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TRAVEL, ACCOM, MEALS ETC</td>
<td>$7,450</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SUPPLIES &amp; FREIGHT</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TENEMENT ADMIN</td>
<td>$500</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CONTINGENCY</td>
<td>$2,566</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>TOTAL</strong></td>
<td><strong>$28,226</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Figure 7. Planned surface lag sample locations
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